Relationship on the Relational Benefit Effect of Oil Products on Customer Satisfaction
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Abstract. In order to find out the relationship of relational benefit effect of oil products on customer satisfaction, the local fractional algorithm is proposed in this paper for data analysis. It is investigated the adjustment effect of alternative brand competitiveness and customer characteristics to this mechanism. The results show that the proposed algorithm can thus improve overall system performance substantially.

1 Introduction

With the acceleration of economic globalization pace, the environment that enterprises confront has changed enormously, that enterprises participate in the fierce international competition only by its own resources had been far from enough, It is necessary to achieve the goal of responding to the market fast with the help of the resources of other enterprises. So, supplier, manufacturer, retailer etc, must break the traditional boundary line to change from the traditional buying and selling relation into new-type partnership relation, However, some domestic enterprises have implemented supply chain management, and has made certain effect [1], but because of the lack of coordination and cooperation among enterprises and the lack the long-term plan and the whole optimization of supply chain, its application level and range still await to improve further. Rob’s paper [2] regarding the optimization of the whole supply chain as the goal, beginning with the supply partnership relation interests, study the interest mechanism of the supply chain partnership relation. Its main content consists of the forming mechanisms, security mechanisms and allocation mechanisms of supply chain partnership relation interests [3].

The forming mechanism of supply chain partnership relation interests explain the reasons of the forming of the supply chain partnership relation interests to improve enterprise’s the understanding to the supply chain partnership relation and its interests [3-4]; the security mechanisms of the supply chain partnership relation interests provide direct for enterprises to establish supply chain partnership relation, to keep and improve the operation efficiency of the whole supply chain; the allocation mechanism of the supply chain partnership relation have decisive actions on the foundation and successful operation of supply chain partnership relation, because it is all to obtain some economic benefits for any enterprise participating in supply chain partnership relation, if the synergy interests emerged in supply chain partnership relation cannot be allocated fairly and reasonably among the partners, supply chain partnership relation can’t be for a long time, and its interests are not known where to begin either. The study of supply chain partnership relation interest mechanism can offer some guide for the domestic enterprises to establish successful supply chain partnership relation to participate in the international competition [5].

2 Basic Framework

To replace the transaction-oriented marketing as relationship-oriented is the most representative of marketing theoretical breakthrough and marketing practices during the past two decades. Different from traditional transaction marketing, relationship marketing focuses on the long-term interests of enterprises, by maintaining and strengthening the long-term relationships with customers to achieve enterprises’ marketing objectives. Brand relationship is an important manifestation of the customer relationship, and seeking relationship stability and durability is the point of brand relationship management. With language expression of brand relationship management, brand relationship management should focus on the management of whole life cycle of brand relationship, because the long-term relationship-oriented marketing concept plays a key role for enterprises to achieve a competitive advantage status. From the perspective of the complete life cycle of brand relationship, brand relationship management should include the
brand relationship to establish, maintain and renew. The management objects of the three stages are new customers, old customers, and relationship fracture customers [6-7].

At present, both from the enterprise management practice and from the academic research level, brand management focus on relationship establishment and maintain, the attention to the relationship fracture customers is far less than the first two stages. In fact, with the increased competition of customer resources and customer development and maintenance cost of ascension, to re-develop the relationship of fracture customers should be the new focus on brand relationship management. Under the condition of buyer’s market, due to the selective enhancement of consumers, customer resources become more competitive. The tentacles of enterprise brand relationship management have to extend to relationship revival of fracture customers. The premise of effective brand relationship revival strategy is correctly grasp of what factors drive the customer-brand relationship revival behavior and how these factors work. However, the academic study on brand relationship revival has just begun. Driving factors of the brand relationship revival, especially the thinking of mechanism of action is still very insufficient. The biggest problem of the only scattered results is the lack of a clear theoretical basis and analysis framework of the system.

Aiming at the shortcomings of the theory research of the brand relationship revival and confusion of management practice, it is puts forward three issues to be addressed. Firstly, what factors drive customers to renew the fracture brand relationship? Secondly, how these factors act on the customer’s intention to renew the brand relationship? Thirdly, which factors could influence the driving effects that the brand relationship revival had on relationship revival intention? Around the three questions, it is proposed the concept of customer perceived relationship revival value, and use critical incident technology, focus interview and other qualitative research methods developed the constituent elements of perceived relationship revival value. Guided by the theory of value-driven behavior of social exchange, based on the theory of rational behavior and technology acceptance theory, it is developed theoretical framework of perceived relationship revival value-emotion of relationship revival-brand relationship revival intention. And using 856 questionnaires customer data restaurants empirical test reveals the mechanism of customer perceived relationship revival value works on customer relationship revival intention by acting on customer perceived emotional of relationship revival, instead of brand competitiveness and customer characteristics and investigates. It is also investigated the adjustment effect of alternative brand competitiveness and customer characteristics to this mechanism.

3 Algorithm

The customer behavior intention of brand relationship revival has characteristics of situation dependencies and peculiarity dependencies. Consumer decision process is a process of complicated mentality. On the one hand, for the same customer, even though he tends to rebuild the relationship because of recovery value and relationship benefit, competing brands could impact the customer’s decision. The more competitive the alternative brands are, the less possible the customer is to rebuild the relationship. On the other hand, Customer purchase behavior affected by its own characteristics. It is shows that the level of confidence and demand for diversity, involvement and other customers individual traits play a regulating effect on the relation adjourned, which means that positive emotions may not be able to produce revival intention. The relationship revived is a prepaid trust to the service failure companies. In other words, it is an uncertain behavioral intentions in relation adjourned, which means that positive emotions may not be able to produce revival intention. The relationship revived is a prepaid trust to the service failure companies. In other words, it is an uncertain behavioral intentions in relation adjourned, which means that positive emotions may not be able to produce revival intention.

At present, both from the enterprise management practice and from the academic research level, brand management focus on relationship establishment and maintain, the attention to the relationship fracture customers is far less than the first two stages. In fact, with the increased competition of customer resources and customer development and maintenance cost of ascension, to re-develop the relationship of fracture customers should be the new focus on brand relationship management. Under the condition of buyer’s market, due to the selective enhancement of consumers, customer resources become more competitive. The tentacles of enterprise brand relationship management have to extend to relationship revival of fracture customers. The premise of effective brand relationship revival strategy is correctly grasp of what factors drive the customer-brand relationship revival behavior and how these factors work. However, the academic study on brand relationship revival has just begun. Driving factors of the brand relationship revival, especially the thinking of mechanism of action is still very insufficient. The biggest problem of the only scattered results is the lack of a clear theoretical basis and analysis framework of the system.

Aiming at the shortcomings of the theory research of the brand relationship revival and confusion of management practice, it is puts forward three issues to be addressed. Firstly, what factors drive customers to renew the fracture brand relationship? Secondly, how these factors act on the customer’s intention to renew the brand relationship? Thirdly, which factors could influence the driving effects that the brand relationship revival had on relationship revival intention? Around the three questions, it is proposed the concept of customer perceived relationship revival value, and use critical incident technology, focus interview and other qualitative research methods developed the constituent elements of perceived relationship revival value. Guided by the theory of value-driven behavior of social exchange, based on the theory of rational behavior and technology acceptance theory, it is developed theoretical framework of perceived relationship revival value-emotion of relationship revival-brand relationship revival intention. And using 856 questionnaires customer data restaurants empirical test reveals the mechanism of customer perceived relationship revival value works on customer relationship revival intention by acting on customer perceived emotional of relationship revival, instead of brand competitiveness and customer characteristics and investigates. It is also investigated the adjustment effect of alternative brand competitiveness and customer characteristics to this mechanism.

3 Algorithm

The customer behavior intention of brand relationship revival has characteristics of situation dependencies and peculiarity dependencies. Consumer decision process is a process of complicated mentality. On the one hand, for the same customer, even though he tends to rebuild the relationship because of recovery value and relationship benefit, competing brands could impact the customer’s decision. The more competitive the alternative brands are, the less possible the customer is to rebuild the relationship. On the other hand, Customer purchase behavior affected by its own characteristics. It is shows that the level of confidence and demand for diversity, involvement and other customers individual traits play a regulating effect on the relation adjourned, which means that positive emotions may not be able to produce revival intention. The relationship revived is a prepaid trust to the service failure companies. In other words, it is an uncertain behavioral intentions in relation adjourned, which means that positive emotions may not be able to produce revival intention.

In order to be able to apply the classical theory of rational behavior and technology acceptance theory on the study of customer relationship revival and behavior, it is investigated the adjustment effect of alternative brand competitiveness and customer characteristics to this mechanism.

The linear differential equation can be expressed into the following simplified forms:

$$
\frac{\partial (C_{ijkl} \dot{u}_j + e_{ijkl} \dot{v}_k \dot{v}_k)}{\partial t} - \rho \ddot{u}_i = 0
$$

(1)

Under the linear relationship, basic equation is shown in equation (2):

$$
\frac{\partial (e_{ijkl} \dot{v}_j - \eta_{ijkl} \dot{v}_k \dot{v}_k)}{\partial t} = 0
$$

(2)

The linear differential equation can be expressed into the following simplified forms:

$$
L(\nabla, \omega)f(x, \omega) = 0,
$$

$$
L(\nabla, \omega) = T(\nabla) + \omega^2 \rho \mathbf{J}
$$

(3)

In which,

$$
T(\nabla) = \begin{bmatrix}
T_{ik}(\nabla) & t_i(\nabla) \\
t_i(\nabla) & -\tau(\nabla)
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
J = \begin{bmatrix}
\delta_{ik} & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
f(x, \omega) = \begin{bmatrix}
u_k(x, \omega) \\
\varphi(x, \omega)
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
T_{ik}(\nabla) = \partial_j C_{ijkl} \partial_j, \quad t_i(\nabla) = \partial_j e_{ijkl} \partial_j, \quad \tau(\nabla) = \partial_j \eta_{ijkl} \partial_j
$$

(4)
Consider an infinite situation, we have the equation (5) in the following:

$$\mathcal{I}^0 = \begin{bmatrix}
    \eta_{kl}^0 & \epsilon_{ki}^0 \\
    \epsilon_{lk}^0 & -\eta_{kl}^0
\end{bmatrix}$$

(5)

### The Experiment and Analysis

The theoretical framework can lay a foundation for the related research on brand relationship revival, and provide guidance for service enterprises brand relationship management practice.

Table 1 shows the common model-fit indices, recommended values and results of the test of structural model fitness. As shown in Table 1, comparison of all fit indices with their corresponding recommended values, the evidence of a good model fit was revealed. Fig. 1 presents the structural model results for the model.

The relationship benefit is focusing on the customer psychology and behavior characteristics in the latter part of brand life cycle enrich the theory research results of brand relationship from a dynamic perspective. How to revive the relationship, win back lost customers, extended the length of every customer relationship life cycle, to enhance the contribution of the customer relationship full-life cycle to service provider, is a new focal point in brand management and customer relationship management to service company. In-depth analysis of customer value demands and psychological-behavioral mechanisms in this stage, not only is beneficial to profound grasp of the brand relationship full-life cycle, but also enriched research results of the brand relationship from a dynamic perspective.

### Table 1. The result of measurement model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit indices</th>
<th>Recommended value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X^2$/df</td>
<td>&lt;3.00</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>&gt;0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>&lt;0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Results of structure equation model.](image)
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